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1. Introduction.   In  many  physical  situations  described  by  a

differential equation of the form

(1) y'+ a(x)y = b(x),        0 ^ x < a>,

it is desirable that a solution y he found with the property that, for

large values of x, y behaves in some sense like a periodic function [l ].

We observe that the solution of (1) can easily be placed in the form

y = b(x)(fof(t)dt)/f(x) whenever b(x)^0 for any x and f(x)

= b(x)exp[fa(x)]. The solution y depends strongly upon the proper-

ties of (fof(t)dt)/f(x). We define rf by the correspondence

r/(*) = (fj(t)dt)/f(x)

where fE& = {/:/ is a strictly positive continuous function defined

on the half ray [0, °o )}. Under what conditions will rf behave like a

periodic function for large values of x? In this paper we supply a

partial answer to this question via some necessary (Theorem 2) and

sufficient (Theorems 1, 3, 4) conditions. In Theorem 5, we establish

that under suitable hypotheses the derivative of the steady state of

rf is equal to the steady state of the derivative of rf.

2. Preliminary notions. We shall need the following definitions amd

properties of steady state functions. Further, we fix some notation.

If F is a function on [0, °° ) and G is a function whose domain

contains [0, °o ), then G is defined to be a steady state of F if for

every number é>0, there exists a number 7>0 such that for t>T,

| F(t)—G(t)\ <€. Lopez [3] proved that if Gx and G2 are continuous

and periodic functions which admit the same period, where both Gx

and G2 are steady states of F, then Gx = G2. This theorem is also true

when Gi and G2 are constant functions. Further, it can be shown that

whenever F is a continuous function on [O, °° ), and if G and K are

periodic steady states of F on [O, °°), then G — K. Thus a periodic

steady state is unique.

The following lemmas can be derived as immediate consequences

of the definition of steady state.
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Lemma 1. If G is a continuous real-valued function which admits

period h, and G is a steady state of F on [0, » ), then the sequence

{ F(t+nh)}ñ,o approaches G(t) uniformly on [0, »).

Lemma 2. If F is a continuous function on [0, » ), and if there exists

a positive number h such that the sequence { F(x+nh)} "_0 converges uni-

formly on [O, h], then a steady state G of F exists which admits period h

and for every xQ[0,  »), G(x)=limB^.M F(x + nh).

Theorem 1. If f and gQ&, and f(x) = g(x) for x^T, lim/(x) = »,
then Fis a steady state of rf if and only if Fis a steady state of rg.

Proof.

f0[g(t)-f(t)]dt
rg(x) = rf(x) +-—-, x à F.

f(x)

Hence, lim*^ [rg(x) — r/(x) ] = 0.

Lemma 3. A necessary condition for rf(x) ^ s for x^T, sis a constant,

is that \f(x)\ ^Ciexp (c2x), where Ci and c2 will be defined below.

Proof. Consider the equation [rf(x)]f(x)=f¡f(t)dt. Then

([r/(x)]/(x))'=/(x) or [(r/)/]'/(r/)/=l/r/. Thus

c        ( rx   dt \

or

, c (x- T)
| f(x) |   g — exp-        for x ^ T.

s s

Thus, ci = (c/5)exp( —F5_1) and C2 = 5_1. Observe that if |/(x)|

^Ci-exp(c2x) is not satisfied for x^T, rf may have a periodic steady

state which takes on zero values as evidenced by f(x) = exe^.

Lemma 4. A necessary condition that rf itself be its own periodic steady

state of period h for sufficiently large x is that f(x) —cf(x + h) for some

constant c,x^T.

Proof. For x = F, we wish

CfWt     fj(t)dt

f(x + h) ~    f(x)
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Let G(x) =JSf(t)dt. Then we must have G'(x)G(x + h)-G'(x + h)G(x)

= 0, or (d/dx)[G(x)/G(x+h)]=0 or G(x) =cG(x+h) for some con-

stant c. Taking derivatives, we getf(x) =cf(x+h) for x^ T.

This condition is not sufficient, as is shown hyf(x) =ex. An example

of a function f(x) such that t/ is its own periodic steady state is

/(*) = ex, 0 g x á log 2,

= \e2x,       log 2 < x.

If p(x) is a nonnegative, continuous, periodic function, then there

is a function/ for which the steady state of rf is p(x). Define/ by the

correspondence

\Jo    p(t) + l/(t+l)J
f(x) = -•

p(x) + l/(x+l)

Throughout this paper, aF shall denote the unique periodic steady

state of F; in particular, orf is the unique steady state of rf. Further,

ft ={fE§:o-Tf exists},
fth = {fEft: or/ admits period h}.

Main theorems.

Theorem 2. IffEft, then
(i) rf is bounded on [0, «> ) ;

(ii) there exists m>0 such that m = inf {/(x) : 0^x< °o } ;

(iii) / is unbounded above;

(iv) f(x)^mxk/k\Mk,k = 0, 1, 2, • ■ ■ , x£[0, «>;

(v) /(x)^((r-l)/r)w[exp(x/rAf)], r>l.

In (iv) and (v) above as well as in the proof which follows, m and M

denote positive lower and upper bounds of f and rf, respectively.

Proof. Trivially, (i) follows from the definition of ft. The proof of

(ii) will be given below in some detail. By a straightforward argument

using the definition of t/, (i) and (ii), we derive mx^flf(t)dt^Mf(x),

which implies (iii). By induction on k, (iv) is established. To derive

(v), we observe from (iv) that f(x)/rk^m[x/(rM)]k/k\. Therefore,

" "   m[x/(rM)]k
£ (l/r)kf(x) è £ I
fc=0 4=0 « !

= m-exp[x/(rM)].

Proof of (ii). Assume the contrary, then sequences  {x„}  and
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{f(xn)} exist for which x„<x„+i, x0 = 0 and/(x„+i) </(x„), so that

(2) lim f(xn) = 0.
n-»w

Let g(xn) = Jo'f(t)dt. Then {g(x„)} is a strictly increasing sequence.

From (i), there exists M>0 so that rf (x„) = g(xn)If (x„) <M

for each n. Further, fQÍQ and the sequence {/(x„)} is strictly decreas-

ing implies g(x») <Mf(xn) <Mf(xQ) = Mf(0).
Thus, the sequences |t/(x„)} and jg(x„)} are increasing and

bounded above by M and Mf(0), respectively. Therefore they con-

verge to positive real numbers. However, l//(xn) =r/(xB)/g(x„), which

implies that limn.,«, (l//(x„)) is finite, thereby contradicting (2).

Theorem 3. IffQ^jh, \g(x)\ ^Nxk on [0, <») for some nonnegative

integer k and some positive real number N,f+gQÍQ, thenf+gQ%h and

0-T(f+g)=(TTf.

Proof. By definition,

t/(x + nh)
r(f+g)(x + nh) =

1 + g(x + nh)/f(x + nh)

/x-\-nh      . .
0     g(t)dt

+
f(x + nh) + g(x + nh)

The sequence \g(x+nh)/f(x+nh)} converges uniformly to zero on

[O, h]. This can be reasoned by applying Theorem 2(iv) and the

hypothesis | g(x) | ^ Nxk. From Lemma 1, rf(x+nh) converges to

orf(x) uniformly on [O, » ).

If xG[0, h] and »+l>*-! (NMk+2(k + 2)\/myi2, where M, m and

k are defined as in Theorem 2(iv), then

NMk+2(k + 2)l
>0.

m(n + l)2h2

Further,

/.

x-\-nh   , .   ,
0     g(t)dt

f(x + nh) + g(x + nh

NMk+2(k + 2) !

cmh(k +!)(«+ 1)

Thus r(f+g)(x + nh) is the sum of two uniformly converging se-

quences on [0, h]. The theorem follows from Lemma 2.
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The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorems

1 and 3.

Theorem 4. If gQ!Q,fQ$h and there exist nonnegative real numbers

mandT,anda nonnegative integer ksuch that for every x ^ F, | g (x) —f(x) \

^mxh, then gQ$h and o-Tg=arf.

Theorem 5. If fQ$h, f is a differentiate function on [0, » ),/' is

continuous on [0, » ) and there exists a nonnegative continuous periodic

real-valued function, p, with period h such that o~(f'/f) =p, then arf is a

differentiable function and (<tt/)' = <t[(t/)'].

Proof. Clearly, r/ is a differentiable function whose derivative is

given by

(rf)' - 1 -f'(rf)/f.

Thus

(3) <r[(r/)'] = 1 - P(arf)

follows immediately from the hypotheses and definition of steady

state.

If « is a positive integer, xQ [0, » ) and k is an increment,

(4)

rf(x + nh + k) — rf(x + nh) = k —   I    p(v + x)arf(v + x)dv
J a

/' * r f (v + x + nh) ~]
p(v + x)o-rf(v + x) - J ' rf(v + x + nh)   dv.

o L f(v + x + nh) J

Since err/ and /'// are bounded on [0, » ), and from Lemma 1,

f'(x+nh)/f(x+nh) and rf(x+nh) converge uniformly to p(x) and

o-rf(x), respectively, on [0, »), then

/•*r                                    f'(v + x + nh) 1
p(v + x)arf(v + x)-'-rf(v + x + nh)   dv

o L                                    f(v + x + nh) J

converges uniformly to zero on [0, » ), as «—>». On applying Lemma

1 to (4), we get

/» k p(v + x)arf(v + x)dv.
o

If we let &—»0, we derive

(5) (arf)'(x) = 1 - p(x)oTf(x).
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The theorem follows from (3) and (5).
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